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Due to tax benefits enjoyed by museums, these institutions should be required to follow more stringent standards and to complete thorough provenance research prior to purchasing new acquisitions. The most recent revision of acquisition standards by the Association of Art Museum Directors was heightened, however the guidelines are still not demanding enough.

During the past decade acquisition standards have become a major issue, as unethical museum practices have drawn attention and protest from the art community. With the public trial of the Getty Museum's former curator, Marion True, the public has become aware of irresponsible acquisitions made by museums. In 2011, cultural heritage academics were outraged over the ownership dispute of the Ka Nefer Nefer funerary mask which was unearthed in Egypt in 1953 and then went missing in the 1960s. The mask reappeared in the St. Louis Art Museum in 1998, and the museum refused to return the artifact to Egypt. The case is currently in federal court, but has drawn attention to a number of museum purchases made from antiquities dealers with criminal or suspect records. (The St. Louis Art Museum purchased the mask from a gallery whose owners have been convicted for numerous art crimes.) Then in July 2012, an antiquities dealer from India was arrested for selling black market sacred Hindu antiquities to major museums worldwide. During this time of political upheaval, with so many cultural artifacts illegally exiting the Middle East, Northern Africa, the market is full of looted antiquities. With heightened due diligence standards, museums must avoid the purchase of illegally-excavated items. Acquiring this type of property fuels the black market for art, a market with ties to international terrorism. Museums have fiduciary duties to the public and ethical duties to protect art in their care.

1. Introduction

The protection of cultural heritage [1] is important for human civilization, as developments in cultural heritage reflect humanity's collective history and accomplishments. Cultural heritage provides a chronicle of mankind's evolution; select pieces hold great significance for specific ethnic and cultural groups; and it is a long-term commodity creating revenue through tourism, branding, and educational structures. Alarmingly, cultural heritage looting has been linked to global terrorism [2], money laundering [3], and drug [4] and weapons [5] trafficking. Over the past decade, the trade in looted antiquities remains one of the most prolific illicit trades globally [6].

One way to protect cultural heritage is by eliminating black market demand for these objects. The market for illegal goods is driven by buyers [7], as trade in looted antiquities is demand-driven [8]. The most effective method of protection for cultural heritage is to eliminate this demand, thereby reducing the market and incentive for looting, a method known as the "market reduction approach." [9] There is a well-documented link between the demand for looted items and museums [10]. To eliminate black market demand, legislation is necessary to prosecute and regulate buyers, such as museums.

Evidence clearly indicates that illegal exchanges are propagated by museums. With the public trial of the Getty Museum's former curator, Marion True, and the publication of books such as Chasing Aphrodite [11] and Loot [12], the public has become aware of illegal acquisitions made by museums. And recently the news has been filled with accounts of looted objects appearing in museums. In 2011, an ownership dispute arose over the Ka Nefer Nefer
funerary mask at the St. Louis Art Museum [13]. Then in July 2012, an antiquities dealer from India, Subhas Kapoor, was arrested for selling black market antiquities by providing false customs declarations to buyers worldwide [14]. He sold pieces to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Fine Arts, and other museums as far away as Australia [15].

Acquiring illegal property increases the black market demand for art. But as institutions receiving favorable treatment from the Internal Revenue Service, museums should be held to a heightened standard of due diligence. In fact, if museums continue to purchase and accept looted goods, they are perpetuating the use of public dollars in furtherance of criminal activities. The nexus between government dollars and black market trade requires the government to take firmer steps in monitoring museum acquisitions. Museums regulate their own practices within industry guidelines set forth through organizations such as ICOM [16] and the Association of Art Museum Directors [17]), but these guidelines are not codified in law and do not include criminal penalties [18]. However, criminal sanctions are necessary, and the government should prosecute those involved in the illicit market. Although there are laws aimed to deter art theft [19], the US government and the global community are not utilized to their fullest potential. This article examines museum guidelines and fiduciary obligations in order to make recommendations that will avoid pitfalls that ultimately destroy cultural heritage.

2. Background

A) Millennia of Cultural Looting

The market for illicit art and antiquities has a long history, pre-dating ancient Greece [20], and continuing through the reigns of Alexander [21], Napoleon [22], and modern rulers [23]. In more recent times, cultural artifacts have been smuggled by hiding their sources [24]. Artifacts removed from sites without proper archaeological process [25] lose context and scholarly worth because the value of archaeological sites is realized through methodical excavation [26]. Additionally, plunder harms objects near a pillage site as looters disrupt items found near their targets [27]. Art theft also leads to the destruction of target objects because looters unearth pieces without adhering to preservation methods [28]. Further, in an effort to maintain a discreet profile, thieves transport objects in crude and unsafe ways that may lead to destruction of the works [29]. And Shockingly, some thieves intentionally destroy artifacts to disguise them in order to clear them through customs.

B) Defining a museum

A museum is an "institution dedicated to preserving and interpreting the primary tangible evidence of humankind and the environment" [30]. According to the International Council of Museums (ICOM) [31], a museum is a "nonprofit making, permanent institution in the service of society and of its development, and open to the public which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits, for purposes of study, education, and enjoyment, material evidence of people and their environment" [32]. These institutions have a history of public service. The first public museum was introduced in 1683 when the Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology in Oxford was opened [33]. In 1759, the British Museum was established for the public's benefit "not only for the inspection and entertainment of the learned and the curious, but for the general use and benefit of the public" [34]. Then in 1793, the Louvre opened, with the right to visit collections belonging to "all citizens" [35]. From the inception of U.S. museums, people felt that the government should support art museums [36], and American museums touted their educational aims [37]. Nearly all of the early museums and galleries in the U.S. were nonprofit corporations under the control of a private board of trustees [38]. The largest museum [39] in the U.S., the Metropolitan Museum of Art (the Met), was founded with substantial government support [40]. Pursuant to the institution's charter, the museum was built with city funds and it was maintained by expenses paid by the city [41]. To this day, the City of New York owns the building, but a private group of trustees still controls the museum and its contents [42].

3. State of U.S. and International Law

The international community has recognized the importance of protecting cultural heritage, as recognized in the UNESCO Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, "that parts of the cultural or natural heritage are of outstanding interest and therefore need to be preserved as part of the world heritage of mankind as a whole." The global community first came together to protect cultural heritage after the widespread destruction of art resulting from the World Wars [43]. The Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict ("The Hague Convention") was created to halt wartime destruction, but has unfortunately not fulfilled its purpose [44]. But a convention organized in 1970 has proven more successful. The 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export, and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property (1970 UNESCO Convention) has been more successful because it is broader in its application. The convention provides a means for nations to seek return of illegally-acquired cultural heritage objects in foreign jurisdictions. But the 1970 UNESCO Convention has major flaws, as state parties cherry-pick portions of the agreement. And since the convention is not self-executing, signatories must enact domestic laws to fulfill treaty obligations.

The United States ratified Articles 7(b)(1) and 9 of the 1970 UNESCO Convention (see the Act As Public Law 97-446; or as 19 U.S.C. 2601 et seq.) [45]. But the convention did not have a basis in U.S. law, so in 1983, Congress implemented the Cultural Property Implementation Act (CPIA). The CPIA prohibits the importation of stolen cultural material from other state parties, and applies import controls over a state's patrimony in danger of pillage [46]. The
Act uses civil regulations to monitor importation without the heavy burden of a criminal conviction [47]. The CPIA authorizes the government to seize property if the object meets the UNESCO definition of "cultural property" [48]. However, the CPIA is a civil customs statute, and does not carry criminal penalties [49]. But the CPIA does not prevent the pursuance of a criminal prosecution [50]. The National Stolen Property Act (NSPA), deems it a crime to "receives, possesses, conceals, stores, barters, sells, or disposes of any goods, wares, or merchandise...which have crossed a State or United States boundary after being stolen...knowing the same to have been stolen..." [51]. The Second Circuit clarified that the NSPA applies to individuals who remove cultural objects from countries with patrimony laws [52].

The combination of the CPIA, NSPA, 1970 UNESCO Convention, and proliferation of patrimony laws [53] provides powerful tools for the global community to combat looting [54]. But all of these tools are pointless, if they are not utilized. Unfortunately, many charges are not pursued against museums due to the nature of these institutions (see below for a discussion about the insulation of museums' boards of trustees). Museums play a significant role in the black market art network, thus it is essential for civil and criminal penalties to apply to museums and their employees. The federal government should increase penalties for cultural heritage theft; museum acquisition requirements should be mandated by federal law, museum purchases must be strictly scrutinized by legal authorities, and the Internal Revenue Service should be granted authority to examine museum records to ensure that these non-profit organizations are following appropriate measures to avoid the purchase of looted objects.

4. Purchasers of looted antiquities should face increased penalties for these illegal actions

A) Museums purchase items from the antiquities black market

It was recently estimated that the international market for cultural heritage objects is around $60 billion [55], and that the value of the market for illegally-obtained objects is approximately $8 billion [56]. To effectively protect cultural heritage against looting, the demand for illicit antiquities must be eliminated [57]. Museums historically have had a direct role in the purchase of looted items [58]. The former director of the Met openly acknowledged the role that museums had in the market for black-market antiquities [59]. In the 1960s, the Met purchased a collection of hundreds of looted golden coins from Turkey [60], and then acquired the infamously looted Euphronios Krater in the early 1970s [61]. The Italian government demanded the return of dozens of items from the Cleveland Museum of Art (CMA), and 14 artifacts were returned after authorities proved that they were looted [62]. In fact, CMA recently acquired two more questionable objects, including a Roman bust purchased from dealers with a criminal record of looted antiquities [63]. The Getty Museum's illegal actions are so outrageous that an entire book was written about the scandals [64]. The Museum of Fine Arts in Boston has received criticism for accepting pillaged works. The museum acquired a looted statue of the Weary Herakles in early 1981, although the object lacked good provenance [65] ("provenance is a history of ownership). After over two decades of legal battles, the museum returned the statue in 2011 to the Republic of Turkey [66]. More recently, the MFA in Boston acquired controversial Benin Bronzes that were looted from Nigeria in the 1890s, following the Benin Massacre of 1897 [67]. Earlier this year, the Toledo Museum of Art returned a smuggled Etruscan artifact to Italy after documentation showed that the work was exported in violation of the nation's patrimony law [68]. Universities have also been involved in cultural heritage scandals. The Princeton University Art Museum was criticized for its lack of transparency in its collecting practices [69]. The museum, which has twice returned antiquities to Italy since 2007, acquired another looted item in 1999 [70].

By purchasing illicit objects, museums fuel the black market, thus motivating robbers to destroy cultural objects [71]. To deter museums from engaging in illegal dealings, the US government should aggressively prosecute museum representatives responsible for illegal purchases. The US, in particular, should take action to prosecute because the American art market is the largest in the world [72].

B) US laws do not deter the purchase of looted antiquities

1. Legal tools aimed to stop the trade in loot are not effectively used

US laws address repercussions for stolen property, although the laws do not specifically focus on cultural heritage thefts. The National Stole Property Act (the NSPA) provides that a person is guilty of a crime if he "receives, possesses, conceals, stores, barters, sells, or disposes of any goods, wares, or merchandise...which have crossed a State or United States boundary after being stolen...knowing the same to have been stolen..." [73]. In U.S. v. Schultz, the Second Circuit ruled that the NSPA applies to individuals who remove cultural objects from countries with patrimony laws [74]. The requirement of applicable patrimony laws limits the usefulness of the NSPA. Although Schultz was criminally convicted under the Act for smuggling Egyptian antiquities pursuant to Egypt's patrimony laws [25], not all nations have enacted patrimony laws. The NSPA only applies when title to property is vested in a nation or entity [76]. Patrimony laws vest ownership of undiscovered antiquities in the nation or state, depriving looters, middlemen, and subsequent purchasers of title [77]. Therefore, more nations should adopt patrimony laws in order to claim looted antiquities because they enable foreign nations to prosecute for stolen property [78]. Without patrimony laws, foreign nations cannot claim that their property has been stolen because ownership has not been vested [79]. Patrimony laws used in conjunction with the NSPA allows nations to reclaim their property against thieves in the US [80]. Fear of litigation brought forth by foreign nations will reduce the incentive for theft.

2. Cultural heritage looters and traders are often not penalized
Historically, prosecutors have not vigorously pursued art thieves [81]. Many law enforcement agents view the art world as "elitist." [82] They believe that destroying cultural heritage is not a matter of serious concern [83], and view it as a victimless crime [84]. However, that is wrong—cultural heritage theft is linked to organized crime [85]. Cultural treasures found abroad are valuable to all humanity [86], and the United States should actively sanction those responsible for the destruction of these cultural objects because American collectors continue to drive this illicit market forward. As a deterrent, the US government should increase penalties on museums [87]; monetary fines should be increased and incarceration is appropriate [88]. The market is worth billions of dollars, and the only way to shrink the market is to aggressively prosecute and leverage penalties that actually deter [89]. Criminal penalties have a significant impact on dealers and collectors who lend support to thieves who feed the market with plundered art and antiquities [90].

C) Effective models for the prevention of looting

1. Italy actively protects cultural heritage

The Italian government places the utmost importance on the protection of art and cultural heritage [91]. Italy's Carabinieri [92] art theft division employs 300 officers [93], the most personnel in the world devoted to the art crime prevention [94]. (Compare this to US which has the world's largest market for art [95].) In 2004, the FBI established the Art Crime Team which now consists of 14 special agents with three special trial attorneys for legal support [96]. Yet even with these resources, the Carabinieri yields a meager 10 percent recovery rate [97], thus, the Italian government finds it necessary to deter theft and repatriate objects through post-looting sanctions.

Italy's vast resources committed to art protection are supported by the nation's extensive art laws. Laws protecting antiquities have existed in some parts of the nation for centuries [98], pre-dating the unification of the Italian Republic [99]. After unification, the Republic passed dozens of laws regulating art [100]. And the national patrimony law was updated in 1939 in the "General Regulations for the Protection of Things of Historical and Artistic Interest," which claims national ownership of antiquities in addition to regulating their excavation and exportation [101]. The protection of Italian patrimony continues to this day [102]. Not only does Italy have comprehensive art laws, but the Italian nation aggressively enforces them by demanding the return of objects [103], prosecuting art criminals [104], and pursuing violators [105].

2. The prosecution that shook the museum world

Italian prosecutors stunned the art world in the spring of 2005 when they announced their decision to prosecute Marion True, a curator at the Getty Museum in Los Angeles [106]. She was charged with criminal association and receipt of stolen property in connection with antiquities illegally unearthed in Italy and smuggled out of the country [107]. True was the first American museum official under criminal prosecution abroad in connection with the antiquities trade [108]. Marion True, a curator of antiquities, was charged for her activities during a period from the mid-1980s through 1998 [109]; she was alleged to have knowingly obtained over forty archaeological objects illegally plundered by tomb raiders in Italy [110]. Italian prosecutors charged her with criminal association, receiving stolen Italian artifacts and laundering artworks purchased privately and sold to the Getty Museum using allegedly fake documents [111]. If convicted, True could have been imprisoned in Italy for up to ten years [112]. The curator's troubles began when the Carabinieri raided a storage room in the Geneva Freeport in Switzerland [113]. The storage facility belonging to Giacomo Medici [114] (an infamous dealer of looted antiquities), and it was filled with antiquities and their illicit evidence of ill-gotten artifacts [115].

Italy used True as an example: by prosecuting the curator for her part in the acquisition of black market items, Italy hoped to reduce the number of artifacts being smuggled from its borders [116]. Italy tried to deter museums from buying artifacts without provenance that may have originated from Italian soil. In October 2010, the case against True ended without a verdict due to the expiration of the statute of limitations [117]. The True case is seen as an attempt to place pressure on international collectors to verify the provenance of artifacts [118]. "Museums must learn you can't turn a blind eye to art theft," a member of the Italian prosecution team said [119]. Rocco Buttiglione, the former Italian Minister of Cultural Heritage and Activities, warned "the age of trafficking in art pieces is over" [120].

While the trial was pending, legal experts opined that a conviction against True would prevent future crimes, as prison is a true deterrent for many art criminals [121]. Monetary fines do not stop wealthy collectors or museums with unlimited reserves, since those caught with illicit objects can seek financial support from other members of their circles [122]. When dealing with criminals with deep pockets, criminal punishments may be the only deterrent [123]. Fear of incarceration may be the only think that outweighs the economic gain from the commission of white collar crimes [124]. Since some museums (and their representatives) have large monetary resources, incarceration is appropriate.

3. Loan programs enable museums to fulfill their fiduciary duties to the public

Museums would not purchase illegal objects, if legitimate items were readily available. Rather than purchase or accept black market donations, museums can access top-quality antiquities through loan programs [125]. Italy recently instated an innovative program to encourage restitution and prevent looting [126]. Institutions that cooperate with Italy's efforts will gain access to long-term loans of Italian archaeological materials [127]. The Italian Ministry of Culture touted this program when it settled an agreement with the Met [128]. In exchange for the return of twenty-one looted Italian antiquities, including the Eupronios Krater [129], the Italian government to lent the Met...
comparable artifacts for up to four years [130]. The museum also received permission to sponsor excavations in Italy and bring finds to the United States [131].

The innovative loan program helps preserve art [132]. The man responsible for negotiating Italy's loan program, Maurizio Fiorilli, is optimistic that the loan program will be a model for future cooperative efforts [133]. Essentially, Italy makes objects available by loan so that people around the world can view the nation's treasures [134]. Returning artifacts and agreeing not to purchase loot in exchange for loans enables museum directors to fulfill their fiduciary duties as it creates greater art access to the public (the intended beneficiaries of museums). Through a loan program, the viewing public gets access to top-quality objects without museums driving the black market forward [135]. With this type of program, museum curators will not use black market sources to acquire works; rather, they will collaborate with foreign nations to responsibly display objects [136]. A loan program provides museums with incentive to cooperate with foreign nations because museums demonstrating "good faith" will be granted loans [137]. The loan program benefits the viewing public and also protects objects from destruction by looters. As touted by former director of the Met, a loan program paves the road to ethical behavior while providing museums visitors with the opportunity to see rare and valuable archaeological material [138].

D) There are inherent hurdles in prosecuting antiquities looters and dealers

1. Proving scienter has been a major stumbling block for prosecutors

One of the difficulties in prosecuting purchasers of stolen goods under the National Stolen Property Act, is proving scienter (state of mind indicating knowledge that the goods were stolen) [139]. Proving this element is often challenging, but is exponentially more difficult in cases involving art [140]. Unlike goods that are prima facie illegal (i.e., ivory objects), stolen art is not prima facie illegal [141]. And whereas illegal items like those with parts of endangered species [142] (like bald eagle feathers) and regulated items are readily identifiable, recognizing an art object as stolen or without provenance is difficult, even for art experts and archaeologists. Art objects are unique. But unlike other sectors, such as the securities market, the art market is unregulated [143]. The art market has been recognized as a place filled with dishonest people [144]. Further complicating matters, looted antiquities are difficult to trace-by their very nature, they do not have a recorded provenance. The sale of antiquities is frequently consummated without the verification of provenance; therefore, it can be difficult to demonstrate a legitimate chain of title [145]. Because of the often secret and anonymous nature of art exchanges [146], gaps in provenance exist, and looted objects may resurface on the legitimate market with or without the buyer's knowledge of its surreptitious background [147].

2. It is particularly difficult to prosecute museum representatives

Museum representatives are often not punished for illegal acquisitions. The structure of museums' board of trustees and self-regulators is an exclusive group of close-knit individuals [148]. Yet, the dynamics of the museum hierarchy militate against whistle-blowing; the board members themselves are the people responsible for superintending the institutions [149]. Essentially, wrongdoers are insulated [150]. And more troubling is that outsiders rarely discover illegal acquisitions in a timely manner, as there is generally no legal requirement for museums to publish their acquisitions [151]. Actions against these institutions are rarely pursued [152]. Without shareholder reporting requirements that regulate publicly-traded companies, the non-profit structure of museums leads to difficulty in maintaining proper supervision. The lack of individually defined beneficiaries or owners leads to difficulty in oversight and enforcement of appropriate standards of conduct for the managers of nonprofit organizations [153].

Charitable organizations, such as museums, are generally considered public institutions [154]; therefore, the entire public should benefit from their activities [155]. However the public does not have direct standing to sue museums so they must rely upon the Attorney General [156]. Unfortunately though, there is impetus to compel legal action [157] because museum trustees are usually wealthy and influential [158], and there is often insufficient knowledge or motivation for the AG to file an action. Since the preservation of artwork has historically not been a priority for law enforcement, illicit acquisitions have been left unchecked. Even worse, each state's Attorney-General is understaffed and underfunded [159]. With all of these factors, public intervention is too inconsistent to be a credible threat of imminent legal action [160].

Unlike the US, source nations such as Greece and Italy have recognized the importance in taking action against cultural heritage criminals [161]. Since the US art market is likely the largest in the world [162], law enforcement agents have an obligation to prevent these crimes against humanity. There are wealthy collectors who will pay exorbitant sums of money to acquire stolen artwork [163]. Without criminal sanctions, art theft will continue. As one art investigator aptly stated, "Until the entire art world decides it can't handle stolen goods, things are unlikely to get better" [164].

E) Acquisition policies should be regulated by the government and subjected to heightened scrutiny

1. Museums have been unable to self-regulate their purchases

Stricter acquisition standards are necessary. Museums are established to further society's knowledge about art and culture, thus these institutions should act responsibly [165]. According to the American Alliance of Museums (AAMD), "As society has come to rely more on museums for education about, as well as preservation of, its cultural heritage,
it has also come to expect more of its museums - more accountability, more transparency of action, and more leadership in community..." [166]. However, there are no federally mandated civil penalties or criminal penalties for violation of AAMD guidelines [167]. To insure that standards are followed, museums should be subject to greater scrutiny with legal ramifications. But museums may hesitate to support stricter standards because they restrict curators to acquire only items that have a definitive provenance. By limiting curators' abilities to acquire objects, museums would lose out on prize items and desirable objects for their collections.

2. **Museums non-profit status and tax exempt advantages oblige these institutions to acquire items responsibly and fulfill their fiduciary obligations to the public**

It is naïve to believe museums always act in good faith. These institutions enjoy tax benefits, thus should be required to follow stringent standards and to complete thorough provenance research. Museums have superior knowledge and the best ability to investigate their acquisitions [168]. These institutions are in the best position to do so because they have full-time employees who devote their careers to the study of art [169]. As non-profit institutions, museums receive funding through tax benefits; some of those government funds should be used to properly research purchases.

The AAMD revises its guidelines every decade, and in its most recent revision, the acquisition standards were heightened. However, the guidelines are not demanding enough. As defined by the International Council of Museums (ICOM), museums are a "nonprofit making, permanent institution in the service of society and its development, and open to the public which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits, for purposes of study, education, and enjoyment, material evidence of people and their environment." [170] This definition clearly provides that museums are established for public service [171]. Museums are, or should be, the most passionate advocates for the preservation of antiquities, due to their educational missions [172]. To properly serve the public, museums must refrain from illegal purchases. Failing to establish policies that respect the history of an object breaches the fiduciary obligations of due care [173].

Acquiring loot does not assist in preservation because it deprives society from valuable information about the objects. According to former Harvard Law professor and Deputy Solicitor General of the US, Paul Bator, the acquisition of loot is inappropriate for museums that commit to preservation [174]. He argued that when a museum acquires a smuggled object it cannot be certain that it did not help reward cultural destruction [175]. It is highly unethical, and contrary to its stated purpose, for a museum to support in any way, whether directly or indirectly, the illicit market [176].

Museums have fiduciary duties of loyalty and care [177] arising from their status as charitable trusts or non-profit corporations [178]. Yet museums differ from other trusts because the beneficiaries of museums are not named individuals, but the general public [179]. The duty of loyalty is complete loyalty towards the beneficiary [180]. In fact, the AAMD's Code of Ethics acknowledges the principle that museums have a commitment to the public. The Code recognizes that a museum's duty to the public is not to just act legally, but also ethically, responding and representing the public interest.

3. **Museums should be held to higher standards due to favorable tax treatment**

As non-profit corporations, museums follow state charitable trust laws, which are designed to promote the public good [181]. The Supreme Court held that organizations classified as "charitable" and established for the public good must not act against established public policy [182]. It is in the public welfare for museums to properly investigate their acquisitions [183]. Non-profit organizations receive advantageous tax treatment, but are restricted to a narrower category of permissible purposes and stricter regulation of activities [184]. Since museums receive the benefit of tax deductions, they should also be subject to investigation by the Internal Revenue Service. Due to tax benefits enjoyed by museums and non-profit institutions, museums should be required to follow more stringent standards and to complete thorough provenance research prior to purchasing new acquisitions. A museum's ability to guarantee the legality of an object should add to the market value of the object [185]; it is reasonable for good title to be incorporated into valuation for tax deduction purposes [186]. Donors of loot should not be given tax deductions, but unfortunately this often happens [187]. Donors who purchase objects at "wholesale" or "black market" value (objects on the black market generally sell for less than objects on the legitimate market), receive inflated appraisals, donate the objects with the values stated on the appraisals, and then receive tax deductions for the gifts [188]. The Getty has carried out this tax scheme, by assisting wealthy donors make millions of dollars off of donations [189]. Thus, if the museum cannot provide proper title, then federal financial assistance through tax deductions should be denied, particularly since some of these objects fund terror [190].

F) **Museums are entrusted with the care of priceless cultural artifacts, and thus should be held to heightened due diligence standards**

1. **Changes in acquisition practices should be legally mandated and enforced**

Museums play a role in archaeological destruction deficient acquisition practices [191]. ICOM is an organization with voluntary membership that sets forth a Code of Ethics for Museums. To join the organization, museums must abide by the ICOM Code, which was set forth in 1986 and then updated in 2004 and 2006. The Code establishes minimum standards of professional practice for museum institutions [192]. In the most recent edition, the Code calls for museums to recognize the necessity of ethical acquisition practices, stating, "Members of the museum profession
Museums should not acquire objects where there is reasonable cause to believe their recovery involved the unauthorised, unscientific, or intentional destruction or damage of monuments, archaeological or geological sites, or species and natural habitats" [193]. (It should be noted that museums must do more than follow proper acquisition practices. In addition to not purchasing looted items, museums should also refrain from accepting illicit objects from donors or lenders [194]).

But as the name suggests, ICOM "guidelines" are not binding law and they do not carry any economic or criminal penalties. Similarly, the American Association of Museums (AAM) and the Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD) offer acquisition guidance, in the form of standards, reports, recommendations, and ethics codes [195]. These too have little effect, as the guidelines and recommendations are not obligatory mandates [196]. Currently, museum acquisition policies are problematic since most allow for acquisitions without full documentation [197]. Proper title and good faith actions on the part of the seller and acquiring party should not be the presumption [198]. It is irresponsible for museums to merely accept the word of a seller or donor about the legitimacy of an object [199]. Failure to provide a museum with documentation related to the works provenance should be a red flag. In addition, museums should consider a dealer's or donor's reputation and any criminal record or questionable sales or donations [200].

Museums guidelines have historically been disregarded when in conflict with major acquisitions. For instance, the Getty Museum's Policy requires the museum to acquire only collections documented prior to 1995 [201]. This requirement was praised because it prohibited the museum from collecting recently looted items. However, after this policy was enacted, the Getty acquired over 300 Greek, Roman, and Etruscan objects from a collector [202]. Provenience for 85% of these objects was unknown, but the Getty cleverly used its own exhibition catalog to create provenance [203]. Critics accused the museum of producing documentation to fulfill its own requirements and to move forward with a purchase for plundered items [204].

The St. Louis Art Museum (SLAM) recently defended itself against federal charges for purchasing a missing 3,000-year-old Egyptian funerary mask that was excavated in 1952 [205]. Egyptian and U.S. authorities allege that the piece was stolen; SLAM denies this charge, and claims to have purchased the mask in good faith, after examining the mask's good provenance [206]. The museum purchased the antiquity from Phoenix Ancient Art, a gallery owned by two brothers with a criminal history for dealing in looted antiquities [207]. Although the museum was surely aware of the brothers' criminal history, SLAM purchased the mask anyway. The museum claims that the brothers provided an accurate provenance, although important documents were missing from the report and it contained information that should have raised concern for any museum professional acquiring objects [208]. The dealers claim that the piece was legitimately bought, although there is no record of a legal purchase or transport out of Egypt [209]. Due to the brothers' well-known "criminal history," the feds characterize SLAM's due diligence as "pro forma," charging the museum "knew or was willfully blind to the fact that the Mask was stolen property both before and after its importation" [210].

2. Trading regulations may be an appropriate model for monitoring museums

Turning a blind eye to suspicious circumstances breaches fiduciary duties when acquiring looted items [211]. Museums have the means to investigate title and origin [212]. They should not contemplate the purchase of objects that would, in any actual or even perceived way, encourage the trade and illegal import of looted cultural heritage [213]. These institutions are created to house, educate, and preserve [214]. More strictly monitoring these institutions will further the cause of preservation and education. There is a need for a uniform, and legally enforceable, standard in the U.S. on which to model museum acquisitions [215]. Since museums control priceless objects of fundamental societal interest, it is appropriate to hold these organizations to a standard similar to other organizations controlling valuable assets. An appropriate model for guidance is the stock exchange listing requirements. During the past two decades, the Securities and Exchange Commission (the Sec) has made requirements more stringent to protect stockholders [216]. The Sec found it necessary to enact more stringent requirements to protect consumers [217]. In the same way, stricter standards are needed to protect the beneficiaries (the public) of museums. Corporate scandals [218] spurred the passage of the Sarbanes Oxley Act [219]. Similarly, people around the world are becoming aware of the multi-billion dollar market for looted antiquities that finds their way into private collections and museums [220]. Just as regulations are needed to protect the public good of stocks, regulations must protect the public and societal goods of priceless artifacts. The SEC requires that people within a corporate hierarchy inform authorities about improper practices [221]. Similarly, museum representatives and in-house attorneys should have a responsibility to report and receive information regarding improper transactions. Requirements should be instated to require museum employees to disclose illicit acquisition activities and further self-regulation [222].

G) Federal oversight is necessary

1. Museums have proven themselves unable, or unwilling, to properly self-regulate

The continuing acquisition practice of looted artifacts [223] demonstrates that museums cannot self-regulate in a way that fulfills their non-profit purposes [224]. The federal government should intervene, and legislation must be enacted to regulate museums' acquisition practices. At a minimum, museums should be required to use internet government resources to investigate the legality of potential acquisition pieces [225]. If an object was stolen at one time, it is...
possible that it is listed in a stolen art database [226]. Searching databases should be a minimum first step. Yet databases do not list objects that are undocumented such as those plundered, so its effectiveness for archeological material is limited [227]. Museums should be required to check the U.S. Department of State’s website for objects controlled pursuant to CPIA [228]. The International Property Protection Homepage of the U.S. Department of State is illustrated with photographs of the type of objects subject to temporary import restrictions [229].

2. It is imperative that museums not purchase plundered antiquities from war-torn nations

As recognized by UNESCO, a consequence of war is the destruction of cultural heritage [230]. During times of conflict, museums and archaeological sites are left unguarded and vulnerable to looters [231]. During the "Arab Spring" and the still-raging civil war in Syria and violent protests in Egypt, archeological sites have been plundered [232]. Items are more easily smuggled during these times, and they enter the black market, and possibly find a final destination with a purchaser abroad [233]. International organizations and representatives have warned antiquities buyers that thousands of looted objects from Syria and Egypt that now appear on the market [234]. Museum directors must consider the flux of items from warring nations, and be mindful not to fuel the market for loot [235]. The director general of ICOM has warned buyers not to purchase objects from Syria, stating, "We really, really strongly advise any buyers to be extremely prudent ... it's a serious legal matter and due diligence is even more necessary in the current case" [236]. The provenience or "find spot" of objects from a politically torn nation are a warning to buyers that those objects may have been looted [237]. Museums must exercise heightened scrutiny and not purchase items from war-torn nations, unless provided with an ironclad provenance [238]. Consequently, it is necessary to enact a heightened scrutiny and museum acquisition procedures that take into consideration the country or origin and question whether art or cultural heritage was misappropriated during a time of conflict [239]. At a minimum, it should be required for museums to check the FBI Art Theft Program prior to purchasing items from war-torn regions [240].

5. Conclusion

The illicit trade of looted cultural heritage is a major problem internationally, as it deprives humanity of the objects' cultural, education, and aesthetic values. The global black market for cultural objects has recently gained media attention due to its prevalence as the second or third largest criminal activity internationally. Startlingly, art crime has links to terrorism, money laundering, and the weapons and narcotics trade. Art and cultural heritage can be protected by reducing the demand for these objects to limit the size of the market. One way to minimize the black market is to regulate market intermediaries, including museums. Museums should not be permitted to turn a blind eye to an object’s looted past. These institutions are intended to preserve art; therefore, museum directors must not participate in the market for illicit goods. To ensure that museums engage in proper due diligence, it is necessary to enact mandates that effectively deter inappropriate acquisition practices. The government must also aggressively monitor museum representatives and prosecute those engaging in underhanded dealings. Additionally, existing statutes should increase penalties to include heavier fines and incarceration as criminal sentences may be the only true deterrent.

It is imperative that museums be subjected to greater scrutiny. Museum representatives should not simply assume that works have valid title and were properly acquired; rather, museums should be required to research the works and prove proper ownership. Due to tax benefits enjoyed by museums, they should follow more stringent standards and complete thorough provenance research prior to new purchases. Despite the recent changes in the AAMD guidelines, they are still not demanding enough. Cultural heritage is vested with a value for all humanity for generations to come; therefore, the government should aggressively protect these priceless and irreplaceable objects, a testament to humanity's progress and shared achievements.
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